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Abstract 

A Study of Mass Transport Towards the Design and Characterization of an Artificial 
Kidney 

By 

Peter Soler 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Dorian Liepmann, Co-Chair 

Professor Susan Muller, Co-Chair 

This dissertation focuses on the design, fabrication, and study necessary for a renal cell 
device that mimics the bioreactor component of a bioartificial kidney. The motivation 
behind the project is to further the development toward an implantable bioartificial 
human kidney that will improve the quality of life for end stage renal disease (ESRD) 
patients. The bioartificial kidney system contains two units: i) a hemofilter based upon 
nanoporous silicon membranes, and ii) a bioreactor composed of kidney proximal tubule 
(PT) cells. The Roy group has pioneered work in membranes that have been engineered 
with the use of silicon-based microfabrication techniques to attain pore slits with a width 
of 8-11 nm. The fabricated nanopore membranes allow for a device with tight pore size 
distribution, complete immunoisolation, and modifiable surface chemistry. These are 
critical membrane specifications that make them well suited for this application. These 
silicon nanopore membranes (SNMs) serve the basis of a hemofilter for a bioartificial 
kidney. The function of the hemofilter is to selectively pass molecules in the blood that 
are smaller than proteins and cells found in the blood to produce filtrate. The filtrate, 
essentially plasma, then can be passed to the bioreactor for sufficient reabsorption of 
water and vital molecules back into the blood, thereby concentrating the remaining 
filtrate and passing it on to the bladder as waste. In order to prevent an immune response 
by the host one needs to design the bioreactor with a sufficient immunoisolation barrier 
between the cells and the blood. The aforementioned membranes are a likely candidate. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the overall bioreactor module the mass transport 
through each layer of this system has been characterized. First, a process flow system has 
been designed to measure the membrane permeability to specific solutes of therapeutic 
interest NaCl (MW 58 Da), urea (MW 60 Da), creatinine (MW 113 Da), beta 2-
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microglobulin (B2M) (MW 11,800 Da) dissolved in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
solution with bovine serum albumin (BSA) (66,000 Da). Second, a device compatible 
with commercially available Corning Snapwell™ inserts was designed to characterize 
proximal tubule cell function in planar flow. Lewis Lung Cancer Porcine Kidney Cells 
(LLC-PK1) were statically cultured on the porous membranes of the Snapwells before 
assembly into the devices and exposing cells to physiological shear stress levels. Finally, 
using rapid fabrication techniques a SNM cell culture scaffold has been developed in 
order to fix a SNM membrane adjacent to a commercial polycarbonate tissue culture 
membrane for viability and characterization of solute reabsorption.  

It has been shown that the diffusive permeability through the SNM is on the same order 
as commercial hemodialyzer membranes. Moreover, membrane resistance is sufficiently 
low to allow the bioreactor system to be cellular-transport limited. Additionally, the 
Snapwell system maintains LLC-PK1 barrier function with 3.5 fold increase in 
reabsorption performance with increasing shear stress rates. Finally, the SNM tissue 
culture system shows viability on SNM for up to 1 week with sustained creatinine and 
urea barrier performance.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

More than half a million patients currently lack sufficient kidney (renal) function and 
therefore require some form of artificial kidney therapy [1]. Due to a scarcity of donated 
organs, hemodialysis is the standard-of-care for patients with renal failure. However, 
dialysis severely reduces quality of life for several reasons. First, hemodialysis is time 
intensive; during hemodialysis, patient blood is typically dialyzed 3 times per week in 3-4 
hour sessions. Second, dialysis is unable to meet the additional roles of the kidney. 
Dialysis is the chemical process wherein toxins that build up in the blood are filtered out 
via diffusion. However, healthy kidneys do not operate intermittently and do more than 
this one function which leads to a reduced quality of life for dialysis patients, e.g. 
metabolic function [2]. The Roy Lab and collaborators are working on the development 
of a bioartificial kidney (BAK) based on work by David Humes and co-workers. This 
approach is a two-component system utilizing a size-based filter followed by a bioreactor 
lined with renal epithelial cells. The former would separate plasma from whole blood and 
the bioreactor system would then remove and restore chemical components as shown in 
Figure 1.1.  

A silicon nanopore membrane (SNM) is the key enabling technology for the hemofilter in 
an implantable BAK. The Roy Lab, at UCSF, has pioneered an SNM that has a tight pore 
size distribution, immunoisolation functionality, and durability. These critical membrane 
specifications make them well-suited for an implantable BAK.  
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Figure 1.1 - Simplified schematic of bioartificial kidney (BAK) 

The system will be designed to mimic the body’s native kidney function using arterial to 
venous pressure as the driving force for fluid flow. There are a host of medical device 
challenges that face an implantable BAK. This dissertation research focuses on the 
development of the second unit, a bioreactor composed of kidney epithelial cells. Mass 
transport will be characterized in the bioreactor unit and device designs will be developed 
to aide future BAK systems. To better design a biomimetic system one must first become 
familiar with native kidney function. 

1.2 Renal Function 

The major functions of the kidneys are regulation of water and electrolyte balance, 
excretion of metabolic waste and bioactive substances, regulation of arterial blood 
pressure, regulation of blood cell production, regulation of vitamin D production and 
gluconeogenesis. In design form follows function; the kidneys are designed such that 
renal anatomy follows renal physiology. The body contains two kidneys each being 
identical and approximately the size of one’s fist. Each kidney is composed of 
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approximately 1 million nephrons. The nephron, the renal functional subunit, is divided 
into a number of sections with varying cell types. As shown in Figure 1.2, blood from the 
body first enters and leaves the Bowman’s capsule through arterioles. 

 

Figure 1.2 – Anatomy of a nephron 

Inside the Bowman’s capsule the network of capillaries, the glomerulus, produces a 
plasma-like filtrate through slit-shaped pores into the Bowman’s space after which the 
filtrate passes into the proximal tubule (PT). Figure 1.3 illustrates the microstructures that 
influence reabsorption along the proximal tubule. Next, filtrate passes through a series of 
tubules lined with  epithelial cells adjacent to a blood supply of capillaries that allow for 
reabsorption of water, electrolytes and other chemical species that need to be regulated to 
maintain homeostasis; tubule cellular microstructures in other parts of the nephron are 
similar to that of the proximal tubule (Figure 1.3). The remaining concentrated filtrate 
flows through the collecting duct and into the bladder as urine. Specific reabsorption 
pathways will be discussed further in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.3– Proximal tubule cell epithelium with adjacent capillary 

Epithelial cells have evolved a complex set of pathways to regulate many of the chemical 
species in the blood. In order to provide the additional functions of the kidney not 
addressed in hemodialysis, e.g. metabolic and endocrine function, an alternative therapy 
should be explored. A proposed alternative is a BAK, which seeks to replace the 
functions provided by the kidney cells. 

1.3 Bioartificial Kidney Paradigm 

The vital component that artificial methods are lacking is active transport to maintain 
homeostasis. Since, kidney cells have been genetically programed for such a role, it 
would seem incorporating them into the proposed device would be the most effective 
way of ensuring kidney function. Ip and Aebischer proposed that the major reason why 
hemodialysis patients suffer from poor quality of life is due to its “nonphysiologic” 
method [3]. They put forward the bioartificial kidney paradigm that mimics the native 
kidney processes. More recently, David Humes and collaborators have pioneered a large 
scale two-component BAK system. The system used large scale hemodialyzer 
membranes to serve as the basis for both components, with the first module serving as a 
size-based filter for the generation of plasma and the second module, a “renal assist 
device” or bioreactor lined with renal epithelial cells. The large scale BAK system 
designed by Humes has shown evidence of metabolic activity with ICU patient who 
suffer from acute renal failure [4,5]. However, the inclusion of this biological component 
opens up a myriad of additional system constraints that need to be addressed before 
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developing a system to satisfy the millions of patients who suffer from end stage renal 
disease (ESRD) worldwide. Major issues that affect bioartificial kidney development 
have been explored in previous research on bioartificial organ development, namely 
immunoisolation, biocompatibility and retention of cell functionality. 

1.4 Immunoisolation for Bioartificial Organs 

The body’s immune system serves as a natural defense mechanism to foreign substances. 
This has been evolutionarily designed in the interest of a healthy organ system. However, 
this system acts in opposition to transplanted organs and implantable devices with some 
transplants resulting in organ rejection. The immune system acts via a host of biological 
entities, including leukocytes and immunoglobulins that call the immune system to action 
in the presence of a foreign body. Typical preventative measures include 
immunosuppressive drugs; however, this solution is expensive. An alternative solution to 
prevent organ rejection is to engineer a physical barrier to inhibit the interaction of the 
immune system with the imposed cellular therapy [6].  

Traditionally, hollow fiber membranes have served as an immunoisolation membranes 
and their permeability and selectivity has been well studied [7]. Hollow fiber membranes 
have several useful features that include tunable chemistries, inner diameters and pore 
sizes. Typical hollow fiber dialysis membranes have 200 μm inner diameter and pore 
sizes of 2-5 nm [8]. Literature has shown that critical pore size needs to be less than 18 
nm in order to prevent unwanted passage of proteins, red blood cells and lueokocytes, 
therefore membranes must be designed with such specifications in mind [9]. One major 
limitation of these membranes is that they have a large distribution of pore sizes. 
Consequently, in order to achieve a particular molecular weight cut-off (MWCO), one 
needs to target a much smaller mean pore size to ensure the full spectrum of the pore 
sizes is below the target size. A hypothetical scenario illustrating this point is shown in 
Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4– Hypothetical comparison of polydispersed and monodispersed pore size 
distributions with same target molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) 

Additionally, due to the membrane thickness and pore size large driving pressures are 
needed to provide adequate filtration in hemodialysis units. To this end, the research 
community is looking toward well-defined pores for greater separation efficiencies 
[10,11]. To overcome these issues, much work has been done toward the 
microfabrication of thinner membranes with well-defined  pores in silicon [9,12–14]. 
Based on the size of serum albumin a target pore size of 8 nm has been chosen for 
hemofiltration studies. Silicon nanopore membranes (SNMs) have been engineered with 
this critical pore size and have demonstrated superior hydraulic permeability [14]. An 
added benefit of silicon-based membranes are their mechanical durability, which do not 
deform like that of polymer membranes [15].  

A well-defined pore size distribution as developed by an array of nanopores will prevent 
possible rejection pathways. Another unwanted physiological response from the host is 
non-specific protein adsorption which would lead to membrane occlusion. It is critical to 
maintain pore patency in a bioartificial organ to continue to provide organ replacement 
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therapy. In order to prevent occlusion of nanopore membranes one must address non-
specific protein and cell adsorption with the use of non-fouling material coatings. 

1.5 Biocompatibility of Bioartificial Organs 

Biocompatibility is a large area of research with a prominent branch focusing on surface 
chemistry to prevent adverse surface interactions, e.g. adsorption. Coatings of 
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) have shown to be an attractive coating to resist protein and 
cell fouling [16,17]. Furthermore, PEG-coated silicon surfaces have demonstrated 
decreased amount of platelet adhesion [17]. These coatings have been well-characterized 
as self-assembled monolayers (SAM) with excellent uniformity in coverage and thickness 
[18]. Coating uniformity is a critical criterion to maintain the pore size distribution of 
SNMs. Thus far discussion has focused on the interaction by patient cells in the body 
exposed to a newly implanted bioartificial organ. More discussion is necessary to address 
the needs of donor cells within the bioartificial organ, which provide the vital 
replacement organ function.  

1.6 Retention of Cell Functionality in Bioartificial Organs and Organs-on-a-
Chip  

One of the primary goals of the field of tissue engineering is the generation of organ 
function via the organ derived cells cultured on non-biological scaffolds. Work has been 
carried out for cells from the intestine [19], liver [20], lung [21], kidney [22], and multi-
organ systems [23]. A major issue that tissue engineers face is recreating a hospitable 
microenvironment that promotes retention of cell functionality. Cell culture research has 
focused on chemical cues such as collagen coatings that encourage general cell 
adsorption. More recently, researchers have realized the importance of a broader range of 
mechanical as well as chemical cues including cell-cell interactions, cell density, cell 
adhesion, elasticity, matrix degradability, permeability, and integrin binding, to name a 
few [24]. When introducing mechanical cues it quickly becomes evident that the ideal 
microenvironment varies wildly from one organ type to another. Specifically toward the 
focus of a BAK research has shown that fluid shear stress has marked effect in culturing 
renal epithelial cells, inducing changes in polarization [25], cellular reorganization 
[26,27] and drug toxicity [28]. Fluid shear stress conditions clearly provide biomimetic 
cues toward truer organ functionality. These systems further the development of a 
microfluidic BAK system. 

1.7 Purpose 

The new high performance membrane described earlier has been designed to be used as a 
hemofiltration membrane for an implantable bioartificial kidney. To date there has only 
been preliminary work on the development of an SNM-based bioreactor; literature has 
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examples of renal epithelial cells grown on polysilicon nanopore membranes, but no 
measure of cell performance [14]. The bioreactor unit benefits from the immunoisolation 
properties of the SNM in the first unit. However, there is a need to characterize the use of 
these membranes as an immunoisolation support scaffold in the bioreactor. Moreover, 
one needs to consider the mass transport limitations of the overall system. The 
membranes have been characterized and have shown high performance in a convection 
modality. Diffusive transport through previous generation of silicon membranes has been 
explored by Desai and collaborators toward the development of bioartificial pancreas 
[29]. However, they have not been analyzed toward the use in a bioartificial kidney.  

In order to characterize diffusive transport Chapter 2 focuses on the characterization of 
these membranes for filtering biomolecular species into a dialysate solution. 
Characterization of the hydraulic and diffusive permeability of the silicon membranes 
will be discussed. The results will signal potential uses of these silicon membranes 
beyond the intended function of convection-based filtration.  Chapter 2 shows diffusive 
permeability to be sufficient for dialysis therapy and satisfactory to serve as an 
immunoisolation membranes under a diffusive regime in the bioreactor component of a 
BAK system. Chapter 2 discusses the overall resistances to diffusion in the membrane 
and how diffusion distance plays the largest role in limiting the membranes diffusive 
properties. These results have led to an optimized system design for dialysis that is 
currently being engineered. 

The next step of this research is the design and fabrication of an active cell-based system 
that will approximate the function of actual nephrons. The bioreactor section of the 
artificial kidney will allow for reabsorption of water, electrolytes, and other chemical 
species needed for homeostasis. There is always significant risk in the development of a 
cell-based device because it is difficult to maintain viability and stability of the cells, as 
well as ensuring that the environment is similar enough to the natural system so that they 
function as in vivo cells. From a design point of view this entails creating a system that 
mimics the cells’ natural environment in terms of fluid forces, cell-cell interactions, and 
material forces from the supporting structure.  

In Chapter 3, commercially available inserts absent of an SNM are used in order to 
provide an independent measure of the effects of shear stress on cellular reabsorption. 
Results show that there is an overall increase in reabsorption after an increase in 
physiologically relevant shear stress applied by the flow of mock filtrate in a microfluidic 
channel. The requisite cellular area to generate the appropriate reabsorption to serve as a 
renal therapy in an implantable BAK will be calculated. Chapter 4 focuses on the design 
of a bioreactor system that includes an SNM. Discussion will focus on the fabrication and 
design of the fluidic microenvironment. Preliminary results validate that the SNM 
bioreactor leads to cell viability with demonstrated cellular reorganization and barrier 
performance to renal toxins. 
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Advances in this area will be important for the UCSF Kidney Project, as well as other 
artificial organ development and other medical therapies.  The benefits of developing and 
understanding the mass transport within a kidney cell bioreactor will support renal 
therapy device design; a device that can ultimately provide ESRD patients with a 
significantly improved quality of life and reduced cost of care. 
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CHAPTER 2:  
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT 
THROUGH SILICON NANOPORE MEMBRANES 

2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Introduction 

A highly water-permeable immunoisolation membrane capable of functioning as a hemofilter in 
a miniaturized bioartificial kidney (BAK) has been developed [1]. The next step in the 
development of the BAK is to evaluate the silicon nanopore membrane (SNM) for use in a renal 
epithelial cell-based bioreactor. The SNM serves as an immunoisolation barrier in the hemofilter, 
thereby producing cell- and complement-free ultrafiltrate capable of supporting a population of 
donor renal epithelial cells. The epithelial cells reabsorb water and electrolytes and return them 
to the blood. While reabsorption in the proposed bioreactor is primarily cell-mediated, transport 
within the adjacent SNM may be governed by diffusion. SNMs have been optimized for 
convective transport, but their suitability for diffusive transport has not been fully examined. 
This chapter will characterize the diffusive permeability through the SNM. The studies show that 
the membrane diffusive permeability is on the same order as commercial hemodialyzer 
membranes. Moreover, membrane diffusive permeability is sufficiently high to allow the 
bioreactor system to be cellular-transport limited, which is advantageous from an engineering 
design perspective. SNMs are therefore an attractive choice in artificial kidney systems since 
they will provide immunoisolation and biocompatibility as the blood-contacting interface in the 
bioreactor.  

2.1.2 Immunoisolation Membranes in Artificial Kidneys 

Previous work on the BAK was performed using commercially available hemodialyzer 
membranes, where cells were seeded on the lumen of hollow fiber tubules [2,3]. These polymer 
membranes have a very different structure from that of the SNM. Hollow fiber membranes are 
asymmetric in cross section; the lumen of the tubule has a 1 μm sieving membrane skin layer 
that is polymerized to a ~100 μm thick sponge-like layer for mechanical strength. A typical shell 
and tube hemodialyzer cartridge containing a bundle of hollow fiber tubules is shown in Figure 
2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 – Typical hemodialyzer cartridge containing bundle of hollow-fiber tubules 

As a “renal assist device” ultrafiltrate passed through the lumen lined with tubule cells running 
counter to the blood in the shell side [3]. This is counter to what is typically found in a 
hemodialysis session, where the blood flows through the lumen and the dialysate flows through 
the shell flow. Dialysate is a buffered saline solution that mimics the blood’s nominal values for 
electrolytes and pH. In either case these membranes have been shown to function as 
immunoisolation membranes if tailored for a target molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) ≤ 70 kDa 
[4]. However, as described in Chapter 1, the distribution of pore sizes and overall thickness are 
less efficient in a convective mode, requiring the use of large hemodialysis pumps. The use of 
large pumps is impractical for an implantable BAK.  

The SNM has been designed to overcome the hydraulic limitations of previous immunoisolation 
membranes. Details regarding SNM architecture will be described in the methods section of this 
chapter. Another shortcoming of hemodialyzer membranes is that they are insufficiently 
prepared for long term permeability studies with blood; exhibiting decline of hydraulic 
permeability after less than 6 hours of hemofiltration [5]. In order to address the needs of a long-
term implantable system, biocompatibility coatings have been optimized for use on the SNM. 
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2.1.3 Biocompatibility of Silicon Nanopore Membranes 

Blood contacting surfaces are prone to non-specific protein adsorption. This is particularly 
problematic in the case of a membrane, where protein fouling will lead to membrane occlusion. 
As described in Chapter 1 silicon surfaces are marginally biocompatible and can be chemically 
modified with PEG for improved biocompatibility [6,7]. A protocol has been developed for the 
chemical grafting of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of PEG-silane in toluene solution at 70 
˚C. The protocol is adapted from literature and is summarized in the methods section [8]. This 
method has shown faster PEG monolayer formation than previously performed on silicon (2 
hours reaction time versus 18 hours published in literature) *

The SNM has demonstrated prolonged high performance hemofiltration capabilities in 90 hour 
convective-based transport experiments with blood [1]. The SNM as a biocompatible 
immunoisolation membrane in a renal epithelial cell bioreactor has yet to be explored. The first 
step toward this application is investigation of its performance in a diffusive transport regime. 

. In order to ensure a uniform 
coating and maintain monodispersity of pore size, a chemically grafting technique has become 
standard protocol. Moreover, a graft to chemical coating method has been chosen rather than a 
surface growth polymerization in order to ensure coating thickness. Physisorption techniques 
would be a simple method of coating formation, but would eventually lead to undesirable 
desorption scenarios. Studies with PEG coated silicon-based membranes have demonstrated 
efficacy for implanted cell-based technologies [9,10].  

2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Membrane Fabrication and Structure  

Silicon nanopore membranes were fabricated using modifications to previously published 
methods [11]. The initial substrate was a virgin, prime grade, double side polished, 100 mm-
diameter, 500 µm-thick, <100>-oriented, n-type silicon wafer. First, 500 nm of silicon dioxide is 
grown via thermal oxidation, followed by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) of 
500 nm of polysilicon (Figure 2.2A). Photolithography patterns 300 nm wide polysilicon rows 
(Figure 2.2B). A dry oxidation process patterned an 11 nm thick oxide layer (Figure 2.2C). 

                                                 

* Methods developed in the UCSF Biodesign Lab 
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Figure 2.2 - Fabrication process for silicon nanopore membrane (SNM) 

This was followed by deposition of 700 nm polysilicon by LPCVD (Figure 2.2D).  Using a dry 
etch process, a blanket etch of the surface reduces the polysilicon layer to 300 nm, exposing the 
vertical oxide layer (Figure 2.2E). A low temperature oxide (LTO) cycle produces 1 μm thick 
oxide as a protective layer and hard mask for the subsequent etch step (Figure 2.2F).  Deep 
reactive ion etching (DRIE) produced 50 x 250 µm cavities via backside etching (Figure 2.2G). 
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Wafers were then coated with 5 µm thick photoresist and diced into 10 x 10 mm die. Solvent and 
3:1 H2SO4/H2O2 mixture (piranha solution) cleaning steps were used to clear the photoresist and 
remaining organic material. A hydrofluoric acid (HF) bath preferentially etched oxide to expose 
patterned nanopores (Figure 2.2H), referred to as a membrane release step. 

 

Figure 2.3 - Silicon nanopore membrane (SNM) in cross-section. 

The resulting membrane was composed of a 300 nm polysilicon layer patterned with an array of 
19 million rectangular 4.5 μm x 11 nm pore slits. The critical dimension was patterned uniformly 
with controlled pore sizes tunable to 7-11 nm, with < 1% variation across the wafer. The 400 μm 
silicon structural support layer was composed of 1500 patterned 50 x 250 μm cavities. A cross-
section of the SNM is shown in Figure 2.3. Each wafer produces forty-five 10 x 10 mm dice with 
a membrane area of 6 x 6 mm each. Membrane chips were then tested before and after surface 
modification for hydraulic permeability to verify membrane integrity and measure average pore 
size. 

2.2.2 Surface Modification 

After membrane release the SNM was treated with a piranha solution to functionalize the 
polysilicon surface with hydroxyl groups. It was introduced into an anhydrous environment by 
submersion in ethanol followed by toluene. Chemical grafting of PEG-silane occurred in a 
toluene solution at 70 °C for 2 hours. Unreacted PEG-silane was purged by submersion rinsing 
in toluene, ethanol and deionized water (DI-H2O). Membranes were retested for hydraulic 
permeability to measure membrane average pore size. Figure 2.4 outlines the chemical process.   
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Figure 2.4 - Self-assembled Monolayer (SAM) of PEG-silane form in anhydrous 
environment 

Resistance to protein and cell adsorption of PEG-coated silicon 1 cm2 die were verified via 
epifluorescence imaging of fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated bovine serum albumin (FITC-
BSA) and 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stained human umbilical vein endothelial cells 
(HUVEC). The amount of non-specific binding was compared between PEG-coated silicon and 
control substrates, including tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) and bare silicon. Adequate 
coverage and hydrophilicity were verified via contact angle measurements on surface-modified 
silicon as compared to bare silicon. 

2.2.3 Solutes and Measurements 

Diffusive transport was studied for NaCl (MW 58 Da), urea (MW 60 Da), and creatinine (MW 
113 Da) dissolved in DI-H2O. Additional experiments were conducted to measure transport of 
urea, creatinine, and beta 2-microglobulin (B2M) (MW 11,800 Da) dissolved in a phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) solution with bovine serum albumin (BSA) (66,000 Da). These solutes 
commonly serve as biomarkers for renal therapies; PBS and BSA were used to mimic 
physiological conditions.  

Albumin is above the MWCO size for the SNM; albumin transport would have been evidence of 
membrane integrity failure. Samples were measured for albumin concentration; all data shown 
had no measurable albumin loss across the SNM (< 0.1 g/dl). 

Samples were submitted for colorimetric analysis at the San Francisco General Hospital (SFGH) 
Clinical Laboratory (Siemens ADVIA 1650 Chemistry System). Sample analyses for B2M 
concentrations were conducted at ARUP Laboratories (Salt Lake City, UT). These facilities were 
chosen to ensure measurement consistency between bench top experiments and clinical 
experiments. 

2.2.4 Diffusive Transport System 

Membrane permeability was measured for SNMs with pore slit widths of 7-11 nm using a 
diffusive permeability testing apparatus. An acrylic flow cell enclosed the SNM; it was sealed 
with a silicone gasket by compression supplied by four ¼-20 screws as shown in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5 – Computer-aided design (CAD) drawing of diffusive membrane permeability 
testing flow cell†

As depicted in 

 

Figure 2.6, fluid is driven by a peristaltic pump at 4 ml/min on both sides. On the 
polysilicon (nanopore) side of the membrane, fluid flowed in a closed loop containing a 
physiologically relevant concentrated solution of NaCl (130 mM), urea (20-50 mg/dl), and 
creatinine (5-10 mg/dl). The opposing side of the membrane was flushed continuously with pure 
DI-H2O. This simplifies the conservation of mass equation, assuming the concentration on one 
side was zero for all chemical species. This assumption is validated in the next section. 
Experiments ran for 2-6 hours and the total volume, 1 ml, from the concentrated closed circuit 
was submitted as a sample for analysis. Additional experiments were run with the concentrated 
solution containing physiological levels of serum albumin (2.6 g/dl), with PBS as the dialysate 
like solution.  

                                                 

† Through holes and screw assembly omitted for clarity 
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Figure 2.6 - Experimental setup for characterization of membrane diffusive properties 

2.2.5 Modelling of Diffusive Transport 

 

Figure 2.7 – Control volume for modelling diffusive transport in permeability flow cell 

The relevant control volume that describes diffusion through the SNM has been drawn in Figure 
2.7. To simplify the analysis of the diffusive mass transport properties of the nanopore 
membrane permeability one must assume pseudo-steady state (PSS). PSS relies on the rate of 
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change of concentration at the surface of the membranes in relation to the change in 
concentration within the membrane. Comparing the timescales for change in concentration in 
these two domains will allow us to justify the PSS assumption. The rate of transport through the 
membrane is governed by the 1-dimensional diffusion equation 

𝜕(𝐶𝐴)
𝜕𝑡

= 𝒟𝐴𝐵
𝜕2(𝐶𝐴)
𝜕𝑥2

     2.1 

where non-dimensionalization gives the timescale for diffusion within the membrane and is 
calculated as  

 𝜏𝑀 = 𝐿𝑀
2

𝒟𝐴𝐵
      2.2  

In this relation LM denotes the overall membrane thickness, and 𝒟𝐴𝐵is the diffusivity of solute A 
in solvent B. Additionally, the change in concentration in the well-mixed constant volume, V, 
concentrated solution is given by the following mass balance 

 
𝑑(𝐶𝐴∙𝑉)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝒟𝐴𝐵

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑥

⃒ 
𝑋0

 𝐴𝑀     2.3 

evaluated at the membrane surface X0, with membrane area, AM, where non-dimensionalization 
describes the timescale for change in concentration to be 

𝜏𝐵 = 𝑉
𝐴𝑀

𝐿
𝐷𝑀

       2.4 

Taking the ratio of these two timescales reveals that the two timescales differ by more than 2 
orders of magnitude.  

𝜏𝐵
𝜏𝑀

= 𝑉
𝐴𝑀 𝐿

~133      2.5 

Moreover, it is clearly a ratio of the relative volumes near the membrane and within the 
membrane. This confirms that the linear concentration profile within the membrane operates at 
PSS and one can use Fick’s first law of diffusion to describe the transport through the membrane. 
We calculate diffusive transport from a concentrated “mock blood” volume, with concentration 
CB, to a freely flowing “mock dialysate” stream, with concentration CD. 

 𝐽 = 𝑃𝑠𝐴𝑀(𝐶𝐵 − 𝐶𝐷)      2.6 

To determine membrane permeability, PS, a mass balance on the concentrated reservoir was used 
to derive the following relationship 

 𝑃𝑆 = 𝑙𝑛 �𝐶2
𝐶1
�  𝑉
𝐴𝑀 𝑡

        2.7 
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where V is the constant system volume, AM is the membrane area, t is the time transpired during 
the experiment, and C1 and C2 are the concentrations of the concentrated reservoir at any two 
time points. We also must assume that the dialysate volume is well-mixed such that the dialysate 
solution flows at CD = 0 for all time. This can be verified by looking at residence time for the 
dialysate chamber in the flow cell. Flowing at a flow rate of 4 ml/min with a chamber volume of 
0.32 ml we calculate a residence time of approximately 5 seconds. As is predicted by the 
timescale for models of changing volume one can estimate that the dialysate chamber is fully 
purged after 3·τ, or 15 seconds. This is less than the amount of time it takes to measure any 
appreciable concentration change in our system. Due to the small membrane area (0.36 cm2) and 
low porosity (2%) of SNMs it takes several hours to quantify relative changes in concentration. 
Equation 2.7 now allows us a means to calculate membrane permeability from diffusion 
experiments. In order to compare empirical data to theoretical predictions based on molecule size 
and membrane architecture one needs to calculate the solute diffusivity. 

The effective diffusivity, 𝒟eff, is related to the membrane permeability of solutes across the 
membrane, PS, by dividing it by the thickness of the membrane, 𝐿𝑀.  

𝑃𝑆 = 𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝑀

      2.8 

In order to compare our experimental findings with theoretically expected diffusive 
characteristics it is necessary to determine the effective diffusion coefficient by taking into 
account the membrane properties as it relates to the solute. The following relation can estimate  

𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑖 = 𝜖𝒟𝑖

𝜏
𝐾𝑟      2.9 

where 𝒟i is the diffusivity of a particular solute i in a given solvent. ϵ is the volume fraction of 
pores and τ is the tortuosity of the membrane. The tortuosity for straight channel nanopores and 
micropores is 1. The restrictive factor, Kr, developed by Beck and Shultz can be estimated by 

𝐾𝑟 = �1 − 𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑃
�
4
     2.10 

where the radius of the solute, RA, and radius of the pore, RP, take into account any steric 
exclusion [12,13]. It is important to note that the raised power in the restrictive factor is 
dependent on pore size uniformity, for uniform pore size the power is equal to 4. This 
approximation can be used instead of the Renkin Equation 2.for microporous membranes shown 
in Equation 2.11 [13].  

𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝒟𝐴𝐵

= �1 − 𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑃
�
2
�1 − 2.1 �𝑅𝐴

𝑅𝑃
� + 2.09 �𝑅𝐴

𝑅𝑃
�
3
− 0.95 �𝑅𝐴

𝑅𝑃
�
5
�  2.11 

𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝒟𝐴𝐵

= 𝐾 �𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑃
� × 𝜔𝑟 �

𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑃
�    2.12 

The Renkin Equation 2.can be shown to be a product of the partition coefficient, K, and ωr, 
which is related to the increase in hydrodynamic drag of the molecule inside the pore and is 
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influenced by the molecule’s size and shape. Moreover, if the experimental findings do not agree 
with the use of a restrictive factor described in Equation 2.10 more complex models would be 
needed [14,15]. 

2.2.6 Solute Size 

Molecular size is often inferred by the molecular weight of a molecule given in daltons (Da). 
However, steric hindrance of a molecule in a pore is dependent on the physical size of the 
molecule, as shown in Equation 2.12. Given that the physical size of molecules is solvent 
dependent, it follows that some consideration should be given to the chemical forces in play. 
Consequently, more than a century ago the Stokes-Einstein Equation 2.was derived to describe 
the diffusion of spherical particle in a fluid with viscosity, 𝜇𝐵 [16]. 

𝒟𝐴𝐵 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇
6𝜋𝜇𝐵𝑅𝐴

      2.13 

The diffusivity of the molecule A in fluid B due to Brownian motion is also dependent on the 
physical constant that relates energy to temperature for individual particles, i.e. the Boltzmann 
constant, kB. This relationship can be used to estimate diffusivities, but can also be used to 
estimate the Stokes radius of a molecule A in solvent B. This is a simplification, but has proven 
to be accurate in many circumstances. The estimated molecular sizes have been based from 
experimental diffusion coefficients found in literature and are tabulated in Table 2.1. 
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Solute RA (nm)‡ Kr § 𝒟 x 105 (cm2/s) **

NaCl 

 

0.17 0.840 1.26 

Urea 0.16 0.850 1.38 

Creatinine 0.24 0.786 0.919 

B2M 1.29 0.212 0.178 

Table 2.1 - Solute Diffusivity in Aqueous Environment at 22 °C 

Literature findings for solute diffusivity often differ in the temperature at which the data is 
collected; since diffusivity is a function of temperature, one needs to adjust reported values to 
predict the diffusivity to be at the same temperature. Diffusivity, viscosity and molecular radius 
are all dependent upon temperature; therefore, the most accurate method would be to determine 
the temperature dependent Arrhenius relationship that describes them. In the absence of 
experimental data on activation energy for the temperature dependence of a solute’s diffusivity 
and molecular size, one can modify Equation 2.13 to approximate this change. 

𝒟𝐴𝐵𝜇𝐵
𝑇

= 𝑘𝐵
6𝜋𝑅𝐴

≈ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡     2.14 

Water viscosity data based on temperature has been taken from tabulated data found in the 
literature [17]. Theoretical membrane permeability will be compared to experimental findings in 
the results section of this chapter. 

                                                 

‡ RA found by using Stokes-Einstein Equation, Equation 2.12, consequently often referred to as 
the Stokes Radius 

§ Kr found using a pore radius of 8 nm and using Equation 2.11 

** Reported values were adjusted to match experimental temperature conditions using Equation 

2.13 
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2.2.7 Mass Transfer Resistance 

In the previous analysis, we have assumed that mass-transfer coefficients near the membrane are 
large, or mass-transfer resistances are small such that we can directly calculate membrane 
permeability from the inverse of the overall system mass-transfer coefficient, K0. Experimental 
and theoretical resistances for this system were investigated to correctly determine the membrane 
permeability, and validate the well-mixed assumption. The Equation 2. 

𝑅 = 1
𝐾0

= 1
𝑘𝐵

+ 1
𝑃𝑠

+ 1
𝑘𝐷

      2.15 

 

describes the series resistances across a membrane. Here the variables are the overall resistance, 
R, the overall mass-transfer coefficient, K0, the blood-side mass-transfer coefficient, 𝑘𝐵, the 
dialysate-fluid side mass-transfer coefficient, 𝑘𝐷, and the membrane permeability, PS.     

Nanopore membranes are denoted by the notation NMXX WFXX DXX, where NMXX denotes 
the batch number which has varying characteristic membrane architecture, WFXX denotes the 
wafer number in a 25-wafer batch, and DXX denotes the individual die number of each of the 45 
dice present on a wafer. In order to assess the diffusive resistance for an SNM one can use the 
following relationship 

𝑅𝑖
𝐴

= 𝐿𝑖𝐴
𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐴𝑖,𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛

      2.15 

where Li is the characteristic length scale each membrane region and Ai,open is the open area 
defined by the membrane pore or cavity. Theoretical results for each membrane section for urea 
have been tabulated below for membranes in batch 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2– Urea diffusion resistances of membranes used based on geometry  

Table 2.2 clearly shows that in the case of small molecules, the majority (> 98%) of the diffusive 
resistance in an SNM is in the structural support layer defined by the membrane cavities. One 
would expect that, for molecules much closer in size to the nanopore slit width, the membrane 

NM13 Resistance x 10-4 s/m 

Membrane Pore 0.869 

Membrane Cavity 51.5 

Total Theoretical Resistance 52.4 
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pore resistance taken into account in the effective diffusivity will play a much larger role in 
determining diffusive behavior.  

2.2.8 Hydraulic Permeability 

In order to experimentally determine average pore size in a 0.36 cm2 membrane with 19 million 
pores, an indirect method has been chosen. Convective transport of water through nanochannels 
above 5 nm obeys equations developed in continuum mechanics, i.e. it can be described as 
Poiseuille flow. Average pore size can be related to flux of water under hydrostatic pressure 
conditions. A modified Hagen-Poiseuille relationship can be derived from the Navier-Stokes 
Equation 2.to describe Poiseuille flow in a “narrow slit” [16]. 

𝑄 = ∆𝑃𝐻3𝑊
12𝜇𝐿

      2.16 

Since the hydraulic resistance of nanopores is much greater than that of micropores, only the 
geometric properties of the nanoporous region need be taken into account. Hydraulic 
permeability, LP, can be described by the work of Staverman, Kedem and Katchalsky on 
irreversible thermodynamics in membrane processes [18,19]. More generally they describe 
filtration rate as 

 

𝐽 = 𝐴𝐿𝑃∆𝑃 + 𝐴𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑅𝑇∆𝐶     2.18 

𝐽𝑉 = 𝐴𝐿𝑆𝑃∆𝑃 + 𝐴𝐿𝑆𝑅𝑇∆𝐶     2.19 

 

Where J is the volumetric filtration rate of the solvent, Jv is filtration rate of the solute with 
respect to that solvent, A is the membrane surface area, ∆P is the pressure differential across the 
membrane, LPS and LSP are cross coefficients caused by the primary driving forces, R is the ideal 
gas constant, T is the system temperature. For our system, where we are measuring the 
movement of water, it simplifies to 

𝐽 = 𝐴𝐿𝑃∆𝑃      2.20 

 

We can then combine equations 12 and 15 to calculate membrane average pore size (H) from the 
experimentally determined hydraulic permeability (LP) for the given number of pores, N.  

𝐿𝑃 = 𝐷3𝑊𝑁
12𝜇𝐿𝐴

      2.21 
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The hydraulic permeability setup detailed in Figure 2.8 was used to measure hydraulic 
permeability and calculate average pore size††

 

.  

Figure 2.8 - Schematic of hydraulic permeability testing system 

The system measures liquid flux across the membrane over a series of user-specified 
transmembrane pressures. The transmembrane (head) pressure is achieved by pressurization of 
an air and water filled chamber by decreasing the air volume in the chamber. This is controlled 
by modulating the volume of air-filled syringes in a syringe pump. A pressure sensor in the fluid 
circuit provides feedback to the computer to control the syringe volume. Once the desired 
pressure has been achieved, mass measurements are automatically collected from the mass 
balance attached to the exit stream of the flow cell. This test is repeated and averaged to calculate 
convective flux, hydraulic permeability, and average pore size. The machined polycarbonate 
flow cell used for diffusive testing, Figure 2.5, was also used for hydraulic permeability testing.  

2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Pore Size and Hydraulic Permeability Characterization 

Membrane pore size and uniformity were verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM); an 
example is shown in Figure 2.9.  

                                                 

†† Flow cell and experimental apparatus developed by the UCSF Biodesign Lab 
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Figure 2.9 – Top view of silicon nanopore membrane prior to final etch process‡‡

The hydraulic permeability flow cell system was used to calculate the flux of water at alternating 
pressures of 5 and 1 psig. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 shows the slit width of nanopores both before and after surface modification with 
PEG-silane. Hydraulic permeability for the membranes shown were on average 0.0461 ± 0.0107 
ml/s/Torr/m2 and 0.0280 ± 0.0155 ml/s/Torr/m2 before and after PEG coating.  Figure 2.11 
details the pore size uniformity of all membranes used for diffusion experiments; error bars 
represent the standard deviations of the measurement technique and not the physical size 
variation. Ellipsometry measurements have shown that PEG coating thickness to be 0.74 ± 0.045 
nm§§

                                                 

‡‡ SEM courtesy of Jaehyun Park, Marvell Nanofabrication Laboratory, UC Berkeley, Biodesign Lab, UCSF 

.  

§§ Ellipsometry measurement in collaboration with Zohora Iqbal, UCSF Biodesign Lab, and special thanks to the 
Segalman Lab, UC Berkeley for the use of their ellipsometer 
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Figure 2.10 – Comparison of approximate pore slit width based on hydraulic permeability 

 

Figure 2.11 – SNM Pore Sizes for Membranes Used in Diffusion Experiments  

2.3.2 Characterization of Silicon Nanopore Membrane Diffusive Transport  

The diffusive permeability system was used to collect initial and final concentrations for single 
time-point diffusion experiments. The results of various time points for unmodified membranes 
have been compiled on a semi-log plot in Figure 2.12. Results shown are for experiments 
involving solutes in water and where deionized water was used as the dialysate side of the 
membrane. 
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Figure 2.12– Concentration over time of all experiments on semi-log plot 

 

 

Figure 2.13  – Comparison of Measured Permeability to Theoretically Predicted Values 

Measurements of membrane permeability agree with predicted theoretical permeability as shown 
in Figure 2.13. 
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Diffusive permeability of bare and PEG coated membranes under conditions where pure water, 
PBS. The data shown in Figure 2.14 represents the average data collected from experiments 
running over the course of 2-6 hrs.  

 

 

Figure 2.14 - Comparison of permeability for species of interest of various membrane types 
and flow conditions 

Preliminary results were collected with NM11 membranes in the single membrane diffusive flow 
cell system described in this paper. These diffusive permeability results are shown in Figure 2.15 
for comparison with that of a larger array system on a bench top and connected via a catheter as 
an ex-vivo system. Figure 2.15 also shows data collected from research done on a commercial 
hemodialyzer polysulfone membrane [20].  
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Figure 2.15 - Comparison of membrane diffusive permeability to larger membrane array 
system and commercial PAES hemodialyzer membrane [20] 

2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Experimental Findings 

As expected, hydraulic permeability and the corresponding average slit pore width generally 
decrease with PEG coating as shown in Figure 2.10. This agrees with previous hydraulic 
permeability testing of PEG coated silicon nanopore membranes [21]. This also agrees with 
reported measurements using ellipsometry. Experimental error on the hydraulic permeability is 
so large that this makes this method only an approximate measure of slit pore width. Figure 2.11 
shows that all membranes used had slit widths of approximately 8 nm; therefore, we are able to 
compare the experimental conditions as the primary influence on permeability.  

The diffusive permeability system findings shown in Figure 2.12 agree with the exponential 
decay expected via Fickian diffusion. In addition, the rate of diffusion is size dependent, which is 
consistent with theory [14]. Data compiled in Figure 2.14 illustrates the effect of adjusting the 
osmotic gradient, comparing PEG coated to uncoated membranes and changes in permeability 
between nanopore membrane batches. First, there is an improvement with permeability of PEG 
coated membranes over uncoated. This is potentially due to hydrophilic nature of the PEG 
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coating and the slightly polar nature of PEG molecules. This effect is almost entire removed 
when osmotic driving force is removed evidence by the NM13 PEG PBS data that uses PBS as 
part of the dialysate. Differences in permeability between NM13 and NM16 membranes are due 
to a variation in the membrane design; membrane porosity was reduced in order to increase the 
membrane robustness in hemofiltration conditions. Additionally, studies using dialysate 
concentrated with albumin (removing oncotic pressure driving forces) showed similar 
permeability as PBS dialysate, but with larger statistical error for middle molecule B2M. 
Consequently, this data set has been omitted. 

Figure 2.15 compares preliminary data collected on NM11 membranes to commercial dialyzers. 
The findings show that diffusive permeability through SNMs is on the same order as commercial 
dialyzers. Differences in SNM permeability between flow cell and array systems can be 
explained by the effect of decreased permeability in the presence of oncotic pressure conditions. 

2.4.2 Limitations 

There exist a number of limitations to this work. The hydraulic permeability testing unit has 
large experimental variability when comparing membrane pore size. Since the experimental 
variability is similar to the coating thickness, i.e. 0.74  nm, it is difficult to accurately calculate 
the PEG coating thickness using this technique. Additionally, our experimental findings are 
slightly lower than the expected thickness (~2 nm) calculated given the theoretical bond length; 
however, the film thickness is highly dependent on the solvent conditions.  

Limitations also exist in the diffusive permeability testing unit. Specifically, the small open area 
and permeability of a single die limited experimentation to measuring changes of concentration 
in a small volume. Acquiring multiple samples throughout the experiment would have allowed 
for more data points for measurement of diffusive permeability. The sample size required to 
measure the solutes of interest would have interfered with the system volume and therefore the 
accuracy of the results. Additionally, samples taken from the zero concentration side of the flow 
cell would have given a better real time indication of mass flux. Due to the low membrane area 
these samples were unmeasurable using our testing techniques. An artifact of this testing 
technique relates to the pseudo-steady state approximation used for the mathematical model. The 
timescales in Equation 2.2 reveal that time to reach pseudo-steady state is about 16 minutes, 
which equates to 14% of a 2 hour experiment. This effect is shown by greater standard deviation 
of the data points at 2 hours in Figure 2.12. Consequently, experimental findings can be 
considered a slight underestimate of the true values. This analysis is in agreement with 
comparison to theoretical values in Figure 2.13 as all measured values, with exception to urea, 
were within 10% below the expected values. Urea deviated 20% from the expected diffusion 
based on the model developed. This deviation may arise from the values used to predict the 
expected permeability for urea.  

Figure 2.15 shows that the diffusive permeability of SNMs is on the same order as commercial 
hemodialyzer membranes. In conjunction with the establishment of a PEG-silane 
hemocompatible coating this fact indicates that hemodialysis using SNM membranes is possible. 
Future work toward this end should go toward thinning the mechanical microporous support 
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layer of the SNM. As shown in Table 2.2, the bulk of membrane resistance comes from the 
membrane cavity region.  

In the context of a renal bioreactor, one needs to compare the resistance to mass transport by the 
immunoisolation membrane in comparison to previously designed bioreactors. A fair comparison 
is that of the dialyzer membrane based bioreactor put forward by Humes and his collaborators. 
Diffusive transport of small molecules in SNMs is on the order of 1e-4 cm/s, which is on the 
same order as measurements collected with hemodialyzers [20]. This is an encouraging point in 
regards toward a silicon-based bioreactor. In regards to relative resistance provided by 
immunoisolation barriers, we expect treatment in a renal epithelial cell bioreactor to be on the 
same order as Humes (2004) if run in a diffusive mode. In a convective mode SNMs have 
demonstrated superior performance to hollow fiber tubule membranes [1]. 

Furthermore, cell reabsorption data collected in Chapter 3 has shown reabsorption is on the order 
of 1e-6 cm/s and 1e-5 cm/s after the presence of filtrate shear stress. Therefore, we can expect 
our membranes to provide an inconsequential amount of resistance in a diffusion dominated 
bioreactor system. Future work will be focused on quantifying cellular reabsorption rates in 
proximal tubules and the development of a SNM-based bioreactor. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Previous work on SNMs has shown optimal performance as a hemofilter component of a 
bioartificial kidney [1]. SNMs have demonstrated adequate immunoisolation [10], and silicon 
and polysilicon substrates have shown enhanced hemocompatibility via PEG coatings [7]. The 
chapter results indicate that the membranes are sufficient for use in a proximal tubule based renal 
epithelial cell bioreactor. In particular, they provide the diffusive characteristics like that of 
commercial hemodialyzers which have been useful as an immunoisolation support in a BAK [3]. 
Furthermore, in light of findings demonstrated in Chapter 3 the data supports that cellular 
reabsorption limits transport across the bioreactor membrane, rather than membrane resistance 
due to diffusion. This gives encouragement toward future studies utilizing SNM membranes as 
an immunoisolation support for a BAK. Chapter 4 will discuss the design and evaluation of such 
a system.  
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CHAPTER 3  
SHEAR STRESS ENHANCED PROXIMAL TUBULE CELL 
REABSORPTION IN A SNAPWELL BIOREACTOR 

3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Introduction 

The two-component implantable bioartificial kidney (BAK) described in Chapter 1 
mimics the native kidney. The first component, a hemofilter, produces a filtrate free of 
protein and cells; it is however equiosmotic with the solutes in serum plasma. This filtrate 
is passed to a second component, a bioreactor, which reabsorbs the vital water and 
electrolytes in the plasma using renal epithelial cells. Water and electrolyte balance is 
critical to homeostasis and is primarily regulated by the kidneys. Implantation is made 
possible by silicon nanopore membranes (SNMs) which provided the necessary 
permeability, selectivity and immunoisolation needed for a longer term BAK. A 
bioreactor that utilizes the SNMs as an immunoisolation support should be designed as a 
parallel-plate flow bioreactor. Prior to incorporation into the implantable kidney, it is 
critical to assess the reabsorption performance of proximal tubule cells in such a system. 
Literature has shown that shear stress induces cells to change morphologically become 
more similar to in vivo kidney cells [1,2].  This study investigates a parallel-plate flow 
system bioreactor and explores the enhancement of cellular reabsorption by 
microenvironmental shear stress manipulation. The system utilizes commercially 
available Corning Snapwell inserts where cells are seeded on a polycarbonate porous 
membrane.  Lewis Lung Cancer Porcine Kidney Cells (LLC-PK1) were cultured under 
static conditions on the porous membranes before assembly into devices that expose cells 
to physiologically relevant levels of apical shear stress. LLC-PK1 cells exposed to flow 
of media maintained barrier function to renal toxins while demonstrating a 3.5 fold 
increase in reabsorption performance in comparison to cells cultured under static 
conditions. Bioreactor based cellular reabsorption is a critical feature of a BAK system; 
work presented is a necessary step toward the optimization and design of a planar flow 
BAK system. 
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3.1.2 Cellular Reabsorption 

 

Figure 3.1 - Cellular reabsorption pathways in the proximal tubule. 1) Apical 
membrane transport, 2) Diffusion inside the cell, 3) Basolateral membrane 

transport including transport into lateral intercellular spaces, 4) Movement through 
interstitial space and permeation into the capillary. 

Cellular reabsorption in the proximal tubule of a nephron occurs via paracellular transport 
or transcellular transport as indicated in Figure 3.1. The tubule cells use a combination of 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) based active transport, secondary active transport where 
molecules are exchanged by transporters, chemical gradients or pressure gradients across 
the tubule cell. 
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic of relevant membrane transporters  

Sodium transport plays the dominant role in water and electrolyte balance in the proximal 
tubule segment of the kidney. A major mode of sodium transport across the apical 
membrane is via an antiporter, i.e. sodium-hydrogen exchanger 3 (NHE3), where sodium 
is exchanged for hydrogen across the cell layer. Additional transport is possible via the 
symporter sodium-glucose linked transporter (SGLT), which transports in to the cell 
either glucose, amino acids, or phosphate with the passage of sodium. These two 
transporters are considered to be types of secondary active transport since they do not 
require the hydrolysis of ATP, but do require the movement of molecules down their 
electrochemical gradient.  

Sodium inside the cell is transported across the basal membrane via active transport by 
the ubiquitous Na-K-ATPase, whereby 3 sodium ions are transported for every 2 
potassium ions. Yet another option for transport is the paracellular route between cells 
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that permits the passage of water and other small molecules. Overall this causes a flux of 
ions from apical to basal sides of the cell creating an osmotic gradient across the cell; this 
is the driving force for movement of chloride ions and water molecules. Chloride 
transport across the apical membrane is done by chloride/ organic base antiporters. 
Movement of chloride across the basal membrane passes through channels under a 
diffusive driving force. A substantial amount of chloride is moved paracellularly to 
maintain electroneutrality.  

While sodium dominates the transport in the proximal tubules, a critical process of the 
kidneys is water reabsorption. The kidneys naturally filter and reabsorb > 99% of water 
that is filtered by the glomerulus and 65% of that reabsorption happens in the proximal 
tubule. This is the main reason for choosing proximal tubule cells as a predominant cell 
type in the bioreactor of a bioartificial kidney. Water transport is dependent on the 
generation of an osmotic gradient provided by the sodium and chloride transport 
described earlier. Water can pass through the paracellular space across tight junctions. 
Transcellular passage of water is done via aquaporin, which are channels (or pores) 
selectively permeable to water. Therefore, all water movement seeks to equilibrate any 
osmotic pressure gradient generated by electrolyte movement. An important set of 
pathways regarding acid-base balance with bicarbonate has been omitted since it will not 
be investigated in this study. 

Nephrologists use certain molecules as measures of kidney function, e.g. creatinine and 
urea, which this study will use to evaluate membrane leakiness. The tubules of the 
nephron are expected to begin to concentrate these renal toxins. Creatinine is an organic 
cation that is reabsorbed via an organic cation transporter (OCT), so there is some 
inherent reabsorption of creatinine. Additionally urea is mainly reabsorbed via 
paracellular routes. Due to its polar nature it is unable to permeate across the lipid 
bilayer; however, it can be transported by uniporter urea transporters (UT). It estimated 
that 50% of the urea filtrated load is reabsorbed in the proximal tubule segment. 
Consequently, we will use these molecules as indicators of unwanted toxin leak; 
however, it is unrealistic to expect a complete barrier to these solutes due to the native 
presence of molecular transporters. 

3.1.3 Bioartificial Renal Devices 

As described in Chapter 2 bioartificial renal cell devices have previously focused on 
tubule flow systems. While this has distinct advantages of being more biomimetic there 
are clear advantages discussed in Chapter 1 regarding prolonged use of SNM systems 
over hollow fiber tubule systems, namely performance and biocompatibility. Chapter 1 
Figure 3.1 shows a typical hemodialyzer cartridge used for bioartificial renal cell devices, 
where the cells are lined in the lumen of the tubules and blood is flowed in the shell side. 
Previous work by Humes et al. has focused on clinical benefit in ex vivo systems on 
canine and human patients [3,4]. More recent work has focused on improved in vitro 
performance in these systems by Saito and collaborators [5].  Efforts have been made to 
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optimize cell seeding conditions and multi-layered effects [6]. Recent kidney-on-chip 
studies have shown modulation of shear stress to induce polarization [1], translocation of 
transporters and cytoskeleton rearrangement [2]. However, in planar flow systems 
proximal tubule cellular reabsorption as a function of shear stress has not been shown. 
Flow rate into the bioreactor unit of a BAK will be designed based on a number of 
factors, e.g. hemofilter performance, cellular reabsorption rate, clearance criteria for 
therapeutic benefit. Tunability of cellular reabsorption by shear stress will allow 
additional optimization capabilities for the overall system. Filtrate shear stress can be 
controlled by the design of the channel geometry in the bioreactor unit. In order to 
explore effect of shear stress on cellular reabsorption performance a new unit has been 
designed utilizing Corning Snapwell inserts1

3.2 Methods 

. In vitro flow systems have been developed 
using Snapwell inserts to study endothelial cells [7]. However, the system was used 
primarily to study the effect of cell-cell interaction in this system rather than effects of 
shear stress on cell behavior or expression. Moreover, no such systems have been used to 
study reabsorption of proximal tubule cells.  

3.2.1 Device Design 

The Snapwell compatible system used is shown in Figure 3.3; the device is compatible 
with 6 well Corning Snapwell inserts with 1.12 cm2 membrane area. The device was 
professionally machined out of polycarbonate stock; polycarbonate was chosen for its 
biocompatibility and mechanical strength.  

                                                 
1 Device designed in collaboration with Nicholas Ferrell, Department of Medicine, Vanderbilt University 
and Paul Brakeman, Pediatric Nephrology, University of California San Francisco 
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Figure 3.3 – Computer-aided design (CAD) drawing of Snapwell bioreactor 

 

Masterflex Puri-flex silicone tubing of 1.6 mm diameter was used for all experiments; 
tubing type was chosen for its biocompatibility and durability.  The overall device was 
assembled as shown in Figure 3.3. A necessary criterion for a bioreactor system is the use 
of bubble free media. Bubbles can cause cells to lift off, thereby prolonging the time until 
the epithelial layer becomes confluent and the system can be considered functional for 
reabsorption with barrier to renal toxins. Bubble trap options for such systems will be 
explored in Chapter 4. Researchers have chosen to use bubble traps currently found in 
hemodialysis circuits for facile device integration.  
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Figure 3.4 – Flow schematic of renal cell device circuit 

In order to expose cells to shear forces the cells were seeded on the bottom of the 
Snapwell such that we can control the shear stress by the shear stress relationship 

𝝉𝒘 = 𝟔𝝁𝑸
𝒘𝒉𝟐

      3.1 

where µ is the fluid viscosity, volumetric flow rate Q, w and h are the channel width and 
height. Apical shear force was applied by circulating 35 ml of mock filtrate across the 
apical side of cells while the basal side was exposed to a small static reservoir with 400 
μl of media. This circuit orientation has a number of advantages. First, volume 
reabsorbed can be directly measured, which is crucial for determining reabsorption flux 
or permeability. Second, measurement of leak rate or permeability can be directly 
measured by change in concentration of the basal side. The cellular apical side is bathed 
in filtrate with cell media at relevant concentrations of electrolytes and increased levels 
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toxins (i.e. urea, creatinine); this allows one to isolate and monitor the effect of filtrate 
shear stress without the confounding effects of concentrating or diluting of any particular 
solute exposed to the cells.  Additionally, this will mimic a measurement of proximal 
tubule cells which are most proximal in a BAK. Future studies could investigate the role 
of nearby concentration on BAK performance. 

3.2.2 Cell Culture 

Prior to assembly Lewis Lung Cancer Porcine Kidney Cells (LLC-PK1) (American Type 
Culture Collection) were statically cultured on the porous polycarbonate membrane that 
lines the bottom of the Snapwell insert. Cells were incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in 6 well 
plates for 10 days to allow for complete monolayer formation before assembly into the 
devices. Prolonged culture showed dome-like structures appearing in the epithelium. This 
is consistent with literature findings [8]. 

3.2.3 Transport Calculations 

In order to calculate membrane barrier performance some researchers have reported a 
percentage leak rate, where mass flow rate through the cell layer is divided by mass flow 
rate across the cell surface on a single pass [9]. This method does measure the fraction 
leaked for a single pass experiment; however, this approach does not account for 
concentration driving force. In order to assess membrane integrity, barrier to toxins was 
measured under varying flow conditions. Cells were exposed to typical elevated 
concentration levels of urea (20 mg/dl) and creatinine (10 mg/dl) across the apical 
membrane. Creatinine and urea free media were used on the basal side of the cells. 
Samples were collected after a 24 hour period. Calculated mass flux of creatinine and 
urea were divided by the concentration driving force at the start of the experiment to 
yield permeabilities of the membrane to each species according to Equation 3.2,  

𝑃𝑆 = 𝐶2𝑉2−𝐶1𝑉1
𝐴𝑀∙𝑡∙�𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙−𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙�

     3.2 

where the concentrations and volumes used represent the measured values of the 
reabsorption reservoir at the start and end of the time interval, t.  The concentrations of 
the apical and basal reservoirs are measured at t0. Therefore, the concentration difference 
represents the maximum driving force across the cell culture membrane, AM.  

Once membrane integrity is verified by maintaining membrane permeability to toxins one 
can evaluate the reabsorption capabilities of the epithelium to water and electrolytes. 
Reabsorption, or volume flux, of water can be measured using  

𝐽𝑣 = 𝑉2−𝑉1
𝐴𝑀∙𝑡

              3.3 

Electrolyte mass flux was calculated by 
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𝐽𝑚 = 𝐶2𝑉2−𝐶1𝑉1
𝐴𝑀∙𝑡

              3.4 

As in Equation 3.2, Equation 3.3 and 3.4 use concentrations and volumes at the two 
measured time points, i.e. before and after the 24 hour interval. These measurements of 
flux are typical to that of biological membrane systems where the various modes of mass 
transport can be combined to provide a rough average of the transport across the 
membrane.  

3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Membrane Barrier Performance 

Results using Equation 3.2 are plotted in Figure 3.5 and shown that membrane 
permeability to toxins relatively stable. That is to say there is no statistically significant 
increase in toxin permeability as a function of shear stress. This therefore is a 
demonstration of its function as a barrier to toxins and critical measure of a confluent 
epithelium.  
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Figure 3.5 - Measured leak of renal toxins calculated as membrane permeability 

 

3.3.2 Reabsorption Performance 

The amount of fluid reabsorbed can be calculated by gravimetrically measuring changes 
in volume on the basal side reservoir, or reabsorption reservoir, and applying Equation 
3.3. It is important to note that the reabsorbed fluid is water with dissolved small 
molecules. The results of this assessment are plotted in shown in Figure 3.6. The 
Snapwell system maintained LLC-PK1 barrier function with up to a 3.5 fold increase in 
reabsorption performance in response to apical shear stress rates.  
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Figure 3.6 – Water reabsorption over varying amount of shear stress applied 

Similarly, the concentration of the basal side volume was monitored over 24 hour 
periods. Based on the reabsorbed volume shown in Figure 3.6 one can calculate the rate 
of reabsorbed electrolytes (sodium and chloride) using Equation 3.4. This has been 
calculated and the results are shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 – Electrolyte flux under varying amounts of shear stress 

The increasing electrolyte flux agrees with the increasing rate of reabsorption over 
increased shear as described in the theoretical background of this chapter. Cells actively 
pump sodium ions and consequently chloride and water molecules flow down their 
respective chemical gradients.  

3.4 Discussion  

The focus of these studies has been to measure the physiological mass transport of a 
kidney cell bioreactor as a function of the shear stress microenvironment, namely to 
monitor the reabsorption of electrolytes and water while maintaining a barrier to toxins. 
The results are quite clear that there is a positive correlation between measured 
reabsorption of water and electrolytes under elevated levels of shear stress as indicated by 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. It is unclear whether the result is directly correlated to 
increased expression of transporters. Literature has shown relocation of transporters as a 
result of the shear stress applied to the apical surface of the cell [2]. Further studies 
should be performed to look at the rate of transporter expression of cells under these 
conditions. For the BAK system the goal of the bioreactor is adequate reabsorption of 
water and electrolytes. Reabsorption is only a viable option if it is selective to the vital 
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solutes that maintain homeostasis and if it excludes physiological toxins by maintaining a 
barrier to leak. However, there is some debate on the appropriate method to quantify the 
leak rate. 

Some literature has suggested that an appropriate method for measuring leak rate is to 
take the ratio of mass flow rate leaked to mass flow rate of a solute across the cell layer in 
a single pass [5]. However, this is only representative of the fraction of lost and not a true 
measure of the performance of the active transport by the cell membrane. Here, in order 
to more accurately compare transport, the membrane permeability of a solute was 
calculated using Equation 3.2.  

There is no precedent for driving force in measuring membrane leak permeability. 
Additionally, the purpose of this number is to compare against other studies there using 
the initial conditions give us a fair comparison point. Choosing any time or concentration 
later would influence the value based on the rate of leak or length of experiment. 

Comparing our findings to those found in the literature, LLC-PK1 cells have shown 3 
times and 4 times better water and sodium reabsorption in tubule devices than in our 
system [5]. However, these “bioartificial renal tubule devices” have shown poor barrier to 
renal toxins. In particular, they are more than 6 times leakier in regards to undesirable 
creatinine reabsorption. Hollow fiber tubule devices will be described in more detail in 
Chapter 4. Future analysis for a BAK system should weigh the benefits of higher 
performance on either metric.  

3.5 Conclusion 
3.5.1 Summary 

In summation, a Snapwell based cell culture system was developed to evaluate the effects 
of shear stress on cell membrane performance. A 3.5 fold increase in water reabsorption 
was found over a range of physiologically relevant shear stresses. Similarly, electrolyte 
and CO2 transport was observed to correlate with water transport as is expected from 
membrane transport theory. To date small scale organ on chip devices have yet to provide 
improved reabsorption on kidney cells under flow. This work serves as a major step 
forward toward the progress of a BAK. 

In summation, a bioreactor system has been developed and demonstrated potential for 
long-term cell viability, toxin barrier performance and enhanced reabsorption by LLC-
PK1 cells under shear stress in a parallel-plate flow system geometry.  

3.5.2 Future Work 

Future work should include investigation of systems at larger shear stress range 
unexplored. The results project that we should see an increase in reabsorption at 
increasing shear; however, this will be bounded by extreme shear rates that would initiate 
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the epithelium to lift off the scaffold and destroy the membrane integrity of the system. It 
is estimated that reabsorptions values are more than a factor of 23 too low to allow for an 
implantable system. Future work will need to focus on improvement to cellular 
reabsorption rates. 

One avenue for improvement in solute clearance is the inclusion of increased hydrostatic 
forces. The typical luminal hydrostatic pressures range from 5-8 mmHg [10]. The 
developed system has comparable pressures; over the range presented with measured 
pressures of 4-7 mmHg across the cellular membrane calculated by pressure sensors.  

An advantage of the system was that it was run at a fixed concentration on the apical side. 
Future studies could evaluate any concentration effect by studying the same shear stress 
effect while varying concentration of electrolytes and other solutes. It is expected that an 
increased concentration would increase the driving force for diffusion it is expected that 
this would greatly increase the rate of transport of filtrate at elevated electrolyte levels. 
This would be a representative comparison for an in vivo system where filtrate would be 
concentrated above the nominal values. These proposed experiments would more clearly 
elucidate the concentration dependence of reabsorption. This could also aide toward the 
design of the overall system by determining optimal driving forces needed for 
reabsorption to achieve adequate therapeutic benefit. This could also serve as a predictor 
of how the reabsorption rate will vary along the length of the bioreactor component of a 
BAK.  
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CHAPTER 4  
DESIGN OF A SILICON NANOPORE MEMBRANE 
KIDNEY CELL BIOREACTOR 

4.1 Introduction  
4.1.1 Introduction 
This chapter details the design, fabrication, and feasibility of a silicon nanopore 
membrane (SNM) kidney cell bioreactor. The proposed bioreactor is composed of an 
epithelial monolayer of kidney cells, specifically proximal tubule (PT) cells, seeded 
on a polycarbonate cell culture membrane seated above an SNM. The focus of this 
study is to develop a device that can support the culture of kidney cells near an SNM, 
thereby serving as the first step toward a bioreactor subunit of a bioartificial kidney 
(BAK). The results of this study will impart information toward the design of a BAK. 
The fabricated nanoporous membranes allow for a device with tight pore size 
distribution, immunoisolation, and durability. These are critical membrane 
specifications that make them well suited for the eventual BAK application. A proof 
of concept SNM based device was developed that facilitates planar flow over renal 
epithelial cells while maintaining cell viability and barrier to toxins. 
Bioartificial systems are inherently complex due to the engineering challenges of 
making artificially constructed materials biomimetic. Nature provides cellular systems 
with an array of physical and chemical cues to guide proliferation and cellular 
performance. There are multiple cell types that make up a kidney, each with their own 
set of necessary biological conditions. Many artificial kidney systems focus on the 
creation of an artificial proximal tubule (PT) region of the nephron [1–4]. The 
motivation for therapeutic systems is to replicate kidney function, namely solute 
clearance. Research efforts are focused on the bioengineering of scaffolds for the PT 
because it is responsible for the majority of solute clearance for the kidney. While 
research in this chapter will discuss methods for designing PT based systems, much of 
the topics and approaches discussed are applicable to other epithelial cell types. 
4.1.2 Design Criteria - Immunoisolation 
The microenvironment of bioartificial renal cell systems is affected by a number of 
design choices. For systems that are of therapeutic benefit, immunoisolation is of 
critical importance in maintaining the viability of the renal cells. The health of a living 
animal system is policed by its natural defense system, i.e. the immune system. The 
immune system is composed of white blood cells, immunoglobulins, antibodies, 
cytokines and many classes of molecules that continuously seek to attack and destroy 
foreign species. When creating a bioartificial system, it is important to create an 
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immunoisolation barrier to prevent or minimize an immune response. Extensive work 
has been done to create immunoisolation membranes that serve as a physical/ 
chemical gate: protecting foreign bodies from attack whilst allowing them to perform 
their intended therapeutic benefit. Advances in membrane technology in the 20th 
century have allowed for a wide variety of polymeric membranes with tunable 
chemical and mechanical properties. In the latter half of the last century, the rise of 
microelectrical mechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication work by Tejal Desai and 
others has advanced the types of membranes to include silicon based membranes. 
Microfabrication techniques have enabled a class of membranes that have sub-micron 
thickness and nanometer pore sizes that more closely match the characteristic length 
scales found in nature. These membranes have been used to sufficiently block 
immunoglobulins, a critical component of the body’s immune response [5]. This work 
laid the foundation for the Roy lab and others to develop specially designed 
membranes with higher hydraulic permeability and selectivity [6]. Chapter 2 has more 
details regarding the fabrication and design of these engineered SNMs.  
4.1.3 Design Criteria – Surface Treatment 
Another critical area for cellular systems is the physical and chemical characteristics 
of the cell culture surfaces.  Cell adhesion has been historically addressed by the 
chemical characteristics of the substrate, e.g. chemical affinity, charge. Recent 
research has focused on the effect of topological effects, e.g. roughness, micro- and 
nano- texture. Chemical based methods for improved cell adhesion found in the 
literature include deposition of “sticky” materials like poly-lysine [7], as well as 
biologically sourced ligands like collagen IV [8]. These materials are theorized to 
better replicate the cell surface found in vivo. 
4.1.5 Design Criteria – Bubble Free 
The importance of surface properties is often superseded by the physical and chemical 
make-up of the surrounding fluid media. Specifically, pressurized microfluidic 
systems are often plagued with the formation of bubbles. Air disrupts the shear stress 
microenvironment as well as channel pressures. Moreover, bubbles in cell-based 
systems can cause cells to dislodge from the cell culture surface. Consequently, 
research in the area of microfluidic systems has developed a variety of solutions to 
address this problem. For short-term experiments, degassing or displacing dissolved 
gases in the fluid can be a simple solution. For long-term experiments, such as the 
development of a continuously flowing bioreactor, solutions come in less preventive 
methods and more reactive methods, namely bubble traps. Rather than prevent the 
formation of bubbles, we can engineer bubble traps to gather and prevent bubbles 
from entering into the sensitive regions of a flow circuit. In-line filter based bubble 
traps have been used for industrial applications in the case of fluidic handling circuits 
for chemical analysis, e.g. high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) systems. 
This solution comes at the consequence of elevated system pressures. Lab-on-a-chip 
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systems have fabricated in-device bubble trap options [9]. These systems have to take 
into account how the bubble-trapping chamber in the device affects the fluid 
reorganization downstream. In clinical settings, preventing inclusion of bubbles in 
blood returning from extracorporeal circuits is made possible by injection molded 
plastic bubble traps as part of the system circuit, e.g. dialysis bloodlines. An example 
of this design is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 - Dialysis Bloodlines, bubble traps shown in center 
Research in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation has been conducted with the use of 
these commercially available bubble traps; major benefits include their commercial 
availability, decoupling of the bubble trap from the device design, and well 
characterized biocompatibility. 
4.1.4 Design Criteria – Mechanical Cues in the Cellular Microenvironment 
Until recently chemical cues were considered the major influence on cell culture. 
Literature has shown that mechanical cues have demonstrated changes in cell 
morphology, gene expression, polarization, and differentiation.  The effect of material 
stiffness, measured by Young’s modulus, influences the proliferation and adhesion of 
cell culture systems [10]. Fluid shear stress on cellular surfaces has been shown to 
induce changes in cell morphology [11] and polarization [3]. The application of 
microfluidics in cell culture systems has allowed for the generation of biomimetic 
devices that better mimic the shear stress microenvironment.  Methods for fabricating 
these microfluidic systems will be discussed in Section 4.2.  
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4.2 Review of Fabrication Techniques 
4.2.1 Materials 
Polymers are often used for fabrication of microfluidic systems due to their chemical, 
mechanical and optical properties that make them useful, e.g. customizable chemistry, 
elasticity, lack of conductivity, transparency. When describing polymers, it is useful 
to understand the classification of these polymers. Polymer can be described as 
thermoplastics (crystalline or amorphous), thermosets or elastomers. Thermoplastics 
are the most widely used class of polymers and are often called plastics.  They have 
properties that allow them to be molded and be remolded. Some examples of these 
materials are poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA or Acrylic), polycarbonate (PC), and 
cyclic-olefin copolymer (COC). Second, a thermoset is a polymer which undergoes an 
irreversible curing step, e.g. polyurethane, epoxy. Under increased temperature, 
thermosets will degrade rather than become fluid-like. Third, elastomers are not 
moldable after they undergo irreversible cross-linking, e.g. nitrile, 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Theses rubbery materials are often selected for their 
elastic properties which gives them the ability to recover their initial shape after a 
deformation. These materials are often selected to accommodate the desired 
fabrication technique. Subsequent sections will cover the available fabrication options 
for microfluidic systems. The work presented in this chapter utilizes each of these 
types of polymers at different parts of the fabrication process. 
4.2.2 Traditional Machining 
The field of microfluidics has exploded, which has been made possible by the advent 
of a slew of newly accessible laboratory technologies. Traditional machining has been 
the accessible path for laboratory fabrication of equipment parts. The machinery is 
housed in many colleges making it accessible for university researchers. Additionally, 
the inclusion of equipment that allows for digital measurement of distances on the 
order of tens of microns has now been made possible. The versatility of tool sets is a 
shining feature since fabrication is purely dependent on the mechanical properties of 
the material. Other techniques suffer from adverse interactions in material chemistry. 
Consequently, one limitation is the range of mechanical materials that can be used. It 
is best to use hard plastics (e.g. polycarbonate, Teflon) and soft metals (e.g. 
aluminum) when machining laboratory equipment and experimental flow cells. When 
pursuing harder metals, like titanium, slower cut speeds and stronger cutting tools are 
necessary. Additional limitations include the throughput of the fabrication, which is 
often limited to one at a time productions. Additionally, the precision of the tool is 
directly related to the maintenance of the tool and extra steps necessary to counteract 
“slop” in moving parts. The tolerable variability in the depth of cut is often limited to 
+/- a micron depending on the machining tool. To push below this level of tolerance, 
chemistry based methods of fabrication need to be utilized, e.g. photolithography. 
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4.2.3 Lithography 
The advent of lithography that speared the microelectronics industry has carried over 
into the microfluidics research space with the ability to precisely define micron size 
features in a high-throughput fashion. Photolithography refers to the patterning of 
resin-based materials via light through a mask of printed materials (e.g. ink, chrome) 
on clear substrates (e.g. mylar, glass). After photo exposure of a resin (e.g. su-8), the 
layer substrates are chemically developed and the uncured region is washed away, 
leaving behind a reusable mold for elastomeric materials, e.g. PDMS. This area of 
work has been pioneered by George Whitesides and others.  
The high-throughput method facilitates creation of an array of variant design forms in 
a single fabrication process. Molds can therefore be bundled into one fabrication step 
for multiple experiments or designs, saving time and resources. Some limitations of 
this technique are additional handling and preserving processing steps, and the 
chemical patterned masked. A silanization step can be included to increase reusability 
of the mold.  
4.2.4 Injection Molding 
Injection molding is a standard method for mass production of plastic-based 
structures, from consumer products like CDs to lab equipment like Petri dishes.  
Polymers typically used in this process fall under the classifications of thermoplastics 
or thermosets, where the latter is used in the case of reactive injection molding. This 
fabrication technique is heavily used in industry, where the high cost of initial metal 
molds can be overcome by high production volumes.  
4.2.5 Hot Embossing 
Hot embossing involves the melting of a thermoplastic above the Tg of the polymer, 
allowing it to flow around a mold. Hot embossing of microfluidic channels was 
initially done by embossing wires into thermoplastic substrates [12]. This method has 
been chosen to carry out many of the fabrication steps necessary for this chapter. One 
of the major benefits of hot embossing that guided this selection is the ability to create 
a very thin (mm scale) planar scaffold at each step in the fabrication process. A 
smooth surface finish at the same level with the SNM surface proved critical toward 
maintaining a laminar flow in the adjacent microfluidic channel; the surface finish 
was created in the hot embossing step with a mirror-polished steel wafer. 
The system used was developed by the Mathies lab at UC Berkeley and setup within 
the Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center (BNC). The system has been characterized 
for nickel patterning via electroplating and subsequent hot embossing. The final 
feature size change in the z-axis after hot embossing was demonstrated to be 90% ± 
9% [13].  
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4.2.6 Laser Cutting 
Laser cutting involves the use of a motorized laser focused by a lens onto the cutting 
substrate, whereby the laser power over time provides enough energy to vaporize the 
material in focus.  Advantages include the ability to quickly generate 2D CAD 
drawings and fast cutting times. These advantages, coupled with lowering unit costs, 
have resulted in laser cutters growing in popularity with small businesses and research 
labs, allowing them to go from design to prototype in minutes. Laser cutting is limited 
to the types of materials that are compatible with being cut by a focused laser. For 
example, Teflon and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) are not used due to their production of 
fluorine and chloride gas. Another limitation includes the meltback that occurs after 
the material melts and then cools near the area of the cut. This creates an uneven 
surface that is problematic for some designs. Overall laser cutting is a useful tool that 
is limited to mm scale cuts. 
4.2.7 3D Printing 
3D printing is a tool that is becoming available in many research universities to 
generate designs that could not be machined in any of the other fabrication techniques 
mentioned; designs that include complex 3D designs made of one continuous material 
or interlocking pieces are only made possible by 3D printing. Current limitations of 
3D printing include availability of biocompatible materials and quality of surface 
finish. Biocompatibility of 3D printing materials limits the usage of cell and tissue 
related bioengineering projects. Surface finish is an important design aspect for 
devices that need a water tight seal. It is anticipated that these limitations will be 
overcome with further development of this fabrication technique.   

4.3 Experimental Methods 
4.3.1 Fluid Shear Stress Microenvironment 
The fluid shear stress microenvironment was controlled by the flow channel design 
and flow rate to the cell bioreactor. The shear stress, τw, in rectangular channel 
geometry can be calculated via Equation 3.1. As in Chapter 3, this relationship shows 
that the shear stress is proportional to the volumetric flow rate for fixed channel 
geometry. 
4.3.2 Silicon Nanopore Membrane 
SNMs were used as part of the multilayer cell culture support for their 
immunoisolation properties. SNMs were fabricated via silicon microfabrication 
techniques. As shown in Figure 4.2, the membrane contained two layers: i) a 300 nm 
polysilicon nanopore membrane and ii) a 400 μm silicon micropore support layer. An 
array of nanopore slits was created via oxidation of lithographically patterned 
polysilicon. An array of micropore windows was created via deep reactive ion 
etching. 
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Figure 4.2 - Cross-section of SNM 

More details regarding the membrane structure and fabrication technique can be found 
in Chapter 2. 
4.3.3 Surface Modification 
 Cell culture media typically contains 1-5 % Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), comprised of 
the many proteins that are found in blood. Consequently, these proteins will non-
specifically adsorb to the SNM surface over time, affecting pore patency and mass 
transport across the membrane. It is therefore critically important to prevent 
membrane fouling, i.e. protein adsorption along the nanopores. In order to prevent 
fouling, a uniform self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coating was used. Details of the 
methods used for SNM surface modification can be found in methods section of 
Chapter 2.  
4.3.4 Fabrication Techniques  
The cell culture sled was designed to be a stack of a rigid SNM, a flexible acrylic 
support, and a paper-thin polycarbonate (PC) cell culture treated semi-porous 
membrane. A unique and rapid processing protocol was developed to create these 
multilayered, cell culture ready membrane supports. The process described in Figure 
4.3 involved multiple rapid process steps. First, 0.8 mm thick acrylic stock was 
embossed with a silicon chip size larger than the final SNM. In order to ensure that a 
SNM of dimension 10 mm x 10 mm x 0.4 mm would fit inside the chip seat, a gold 
coated membrane (10.2 mm x 10.2 mm x 0.5 mm) was diced and used to hot emboss 
the chip seat. The embossed acrylic was then allowed to cool to room temperature, 
preventing excessive warping of the scaffold due to thermal expansion. A rectangular 
hole-punch was used to remove an 8 mm x 8 mm window in the center of the 
embossed acrylic. The remaining acrylic lip was coated with a medical grade epoxy 
(EPO-TEK OD2002) using a precision control, pneumatic powered syringe (Nordson 
Ultimus I). The SNM was placed membrane face down in the acrylic chip seat. The 
epoxy was cured at 60°C in an oven for at least 2 hours. The PC micropore membrane 
was hot embossed on top of the acrylic-SNM sled from room temperature up to 
115°C.  
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Figure 4.3 - Fabrication of SNM Tissue Culture Scaffold 

Finally, the resulting piece of multilayered culture sled was laser cut to conform to the 
shape of the designed flow cell pieces as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Time, temperature and pressure were the critical process parameters modified in order 
to prevent membrane occlusion. After embossing of the membrane into the acrylic 
SNM substrate, it is clear that the acrylic has reached the Tg by observing the surface 
is flush with the SNM surface as seen in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 Multilayer cell culture sled with embedded SNM 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Polysilicon membrane side after embossing, 1 cm2 SNM for scale 

 

Additionally, Figure 4.5 shows movement of the machined acrylic chip seat toward 
the membrane area. Various trials were run to minimize encroachment to prevent 
membrane occlusion. Time spent at or above the Tg proved to be the dominant 
parameter, whereas pressure had less of an effect. Immediate cooling by an installed 
system fan was required to prevent flow over the membrane area.  
Hot embossing of acrylic was performed at higher pressures and temperature than 
needed, specifically pressures of 2 tonnes and temperatures of 110 °C, to supersede 
the Tg of 105 °C and to allow for removal of trapped bubbles. Literature suggests that 
at much higher temperatures, 120 °C, bubbles are trapped more readily [12]. After 
embossing the membrane maintains its integrity and pore size changes from 1 μm to 2 
μm.  Figure 4.6 is an image of a SNM where the pores are seen as black dots. 
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Figure 4.6 – Transmitted light image through SNM after embossing of cell 
culture filter; Pores (~2 μm) appear opaque 

Additionally, the designed substrate deviated in the x-y plane by less than 2% overall 
due to material thermal shrinkage. Note that acrylic was chosen as the flexible support 
for the SNM over PC to allow embossing of the filter without fusing of the pores. It 
was important to choose a support plastic that had a Tg lower than that of the PC 
membrane.  All materials were also selected for their processability and 
biocompatibility. 

4.3.5 Materials 
Semi-permeable PC membranes were selected with 1 μm pore size (GE Healthcare 
Whatman, Inc., Buckinghamshire, England) due to their transparency, thinness and 
suitability to LLC-PK1 cell culture. Acrylic sheets (Piedmont Plastics, San Leandro, 
California) of 0.8 mm thickness were chosen for their ability to be used in hot 
embossing and laser cutting techniques. Masterflex Puri-flex silicone tubing with 1.6 
mm inner diameter (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was chosen for their durability 
and cell culture compatibility.  A Masterflex peristaltic pump was used for all 
continuously circulating flow experiments (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). Acrylic 
stock for flow cell housing, medical grade silicone for the laser cut gaskets, stainless 
steel (SS) 316 ¼ -28 screws, SS 316 ¼” washer, SS 316 ¼-28 nuts, and Luer lock 
fittings were purchased from McMaster Carr (Santa Fe Springs, CA).  
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4.3.6 Cell Culture 
Lewis Lung Cancer Porcine Kidney (LLC-PK1) cells (American Type Culture 
Collection) were thawed and cultured in tissue culture treated 10 cm Petri dishes with 
10 mL of medium 199 (UCSF Cell Culture Facility) with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) buffered with 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) to 
maintain pH. Penicillin (63.7 mg/L) and streptomycin (100 mg/L)  (UCSF Cell 
Culture Facility) were added to the media to prevent infection. Cells were cultured for 
2 days and, when they become nearly confluent, treated with a 0.25 % trypsin 
solution. Cells were then diluted to 1 million cells in 500 μL and then seeded on the 
porous area of the cell culture sled for 2 hours in a 37 °C incubator. Non-adhered cells 
and cell media were suctioned off and the sled was stored in a 10 cm Petri dish filled 
with 10 mL of cell media exchanged every 3 days. After 10 days, cell culture cells 
appeared confluent under bright field microscope prior to sterile device assembly.  
4.3.7 Experimental Setup  
Materials used for devices were either autoclaved (30 min) or sterilized (10 min) in 
70% ethanol and exposed to 10 min of UV treatment, depending upon material 
compatibility with either process. Acrylic flow cell pieces were non autoclaved to 
maximize reusability. The device assembly shown in Figure 4.7 was assembled in a 
biological safety hood in a sterilized glass Pyrex dish with phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) with magnesium and calcium.  

 
Figure 4.7 - Assembly of SNM Bioreactor – Polycarbonate cell culture filter 

seated between SNM and gasket omitted from figure for clarity 
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After the gasket compression Luer lock fittings and tubing were attached free of 
bubbles, this was connected to the peristaltic pump in accordance with Figure 4.8. The 
flow rate was set to 0.01 mL/min, which represents a shear of 0.005 dyn/cm2. 
 

 
Figure 4.8 Process flow diagram for cocurrent bioreactor with equal flow rates 

Devices were assembled in a cocurrent fashion to ensure equilibration of the 
hydrostatic forces on either side of the multilayer cell culture scaffold. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 
In order to evaluate the integrity of the epithelial monolayer, microscopy and 
chemical analyses were performed to verify confluence and membrane barrier 
performance. A compound microscope was used to verify that the cells appeared 
confluent after 8 days. After 15 days in static culture, cell monolayers formed more 
dome-like structures on the surface, a characteristic feature of LLC-PK1 cells in 
prolonged static culture [14].  
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4.4.1 Barrier Performance 
The system shows LLC-PK1 cells maintained viability with an SNM for up to 1 week 
under flow (0.01 mL/min) with sustained creatinine and urea (shown as blood urea 
nitrogen (BUN)) barrier performance, as seen in Figure 4.9. Barrier performance is 
calculated by normalizing the concentration difference between apical and basal sides 
using Equation 5.1. 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐵𝑃𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐵 =  𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎−𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑎
𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

× 100   5.1 

In Figure 4.9, a downward trend is observed in the middle of the week, indicating that 
some devices were becoming leaky. After day 4, replicate devices were too leaky to 
report error bars for days 5 and 7.  

 
Figure 4.9 Barrier performance cell monolayer to renal toxins 

These preliminary results are encouraging for future water reabsorption experiments 
in this system. In subsequent experiments, cells were exposed to an elevated flow rate 
of 0.06 mL/min or 0.033 dyn/cm2 and analyses for inulin barrier showed 86% +/- 6% 
performance based on Equation 5.1.  
The inulin barrier points to a breach in membrane integrity at larger flow rates. There 
should be nearly 100% barrier to inulin due to its size and lack of a cellular transport 
mechanism. The data collected for urea and creatinine leak is expected based on the 
existence of transporters as discussed in Chapter 3. Future work should evaluate 
improved surface treatment of the polycarbonate cell culture membrane to provide a 
stronger adhesion of the cell monolayer to the supporting scaffold. Prior to this work, 
it was assumed that the polycarbonate membrane used for this study was equivalent to 
that of the membrane used in previous work in Chapter 3 with Corning Snapwell 
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inserts. Alternative methods of providing surface treatment discussed in the 
introduction of this chapter should be considered for future studies, e.g. pretreatment 
with collagen IV. Additionally, another possibility is that the LLC-PK1 cells have 
become non-viable for this application during their extended frozen state prior to 
thawing and splitting. 
4.4.2 Cell Imaging 
Fluorescent imaging allows us to visualize the cell nuclei when stained with 4', 6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole  (DAPI). In order to visualize the actin filaments, cells were 
stained with FITC-phalloidin. The resulting image was taken with a confocal 
microscope and used to verify cell viability and monolayer integrity. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 Fluorescent confocal image taken of LLC-PK1 Cells after 1 week 

under shear in SNM bioreactor1 
 

                                                 

1 Aishwarya Jayagopal, UCSF Biodesign Laboratory, Nikon Eclipse C1si UCSF Nikon Imaging Center 
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Data present in this chapter demonstrate that multilayer cell culture scaffold provides 
satisfactory growth condition for cell culture of confluent monolayer up to 17 days. 
SNM and fabrication process provides no toxicity to cell culture.  

4.5 Conclusion 
The described process has produced an SNM cell culture support structure that 
supplies a uniform cell culture surface in a rapidly processable manner. This work has 
demonstrated that LLC-PK1 cells can be cultured on a multilayer polycarbonate and 
silicon membrane scaffold. A device and experimental setup was designed that 
facilitates control of the shear stress down to 0.005 dyn/cm2.  Future work should be 
focused on maintaining cell monolayer at elevated shear forces to encourage increased 
rates of reabsorption as seen in Chapter 3. Future work should also evaluate the rate of 
water and electrolyte transport across cell monolayer and the expression of aquaporin 
transporters as a function of shear stress. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The findings of this dissertation have taken many first steps at pushing forward the 
development of a bioartificial kidney (BAK).  The work has focused on evaluating the 
potential of silicon nanopore membranes (SNMs) in conjunction with renal epithelial 
cells toward a bioreactor within an implantable BAK system. Specifically, it has looked 
at the characterization of 1) SNMs under diffusive driving forces, 2) proximal tubule cells 
under varying shear stress conditions, and 3) proximal tubule cells in a novel multilayer 
cell culture scaffold under flow.  

5.2 Characterization of Diffusive Properties of SNM 
In Chapter 2 an experimental setup was devised to measure the diffusive properties of 
renal solutes across an SNM membrane. Predicate work on the diffusion of these 
membranes showed selectivity against larger molecules such as immunoglobulin G and 
diffusive rates of molecules of interest in an artificial pancreas[1]. Since work by Desai 
and others the membranes have been reengineered for the application as a hemofilter in 
an implantable BAK.  This gave clear justification for an investigation related to renal 
solutes of interest and their diffusive properties in these newly designed membranes for 
the new application of a bioreactor in a BAK.  A model equation was derived from the 
conservation of mass using a pseudo-steady state assumption to determine membrane 
diffusive permeability from measured transport of  NaCl, urea, creatinine and beta 2-
microglobulin (B2M). Experimental findings showed good agreement with theoretical 
predictions given the membrane geometry. The diffusive properties of SNMs are of the 
same order as that of commercially available hemodialyzer membranes. This finding is 
encouraging given that hemodialyzer membranes have been used toward previous 
generations bioreactor systems for a BAK [2–4]. Furthermore, when comparing the 
solute transport as presented in the Snapwell system described in Chapter 3 one can say 
that the transport of a SNM based bioreactor is transport limited by cellular active 
transport and not by the membrane diffusive resistance.  

5.3 Snapwell Bioreactor System  
In Chapter 3 a device was designed to integrate commercially available Snapwell inserts 
into a flow cell to control the amount of shear stress applied to apical surface of the cells. 
Previous work on kidney cell systems in a planar geometry have looked into the effect of 
the shear stress microenvironment on cell morphology and transporter translocation, but 
have not looked into its effect on the reabsorption capabilities of the cell monolayer [5]. 
Previous, studies have investigated the effect of shear stress on bioreactor performance 
have used hollow fiber based membranes for their cell culture support scaffold [3,6]. In 
order to leverage the capabilities of the SNM as an immunoisolation membrane a planar 
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parallel flow system was needed; a study was conducted to evaluate the tunability of 
cellular reabsorption of water and electrolytes as a function of shear stress. A 3.5 fold 
increase in cellular reabsorption was observed at elevated physiologically relevant shear 
stress levels, while maintaining a barrier to renal toxins.  

5.4 Design of a SNM Bioreactor System 
In Chapter 4 a rapidly processable fabrication scheme was developed to create a 
multilayer cell culture scaffold. The methods developed for hot embossing and laser 
cutting produced a thin planarized composite of a cell culture ready polycarbonate 
membrane contiguous with a pegylated SNM.  The system allowed for cells to be 
cultured in static media and then assembled into a gasket defined microfluidic device. 
This proof of concept device allowed for a non-toxic environment where cells could be 
exposed to laminar flow; a tunable system where shear stress microenvironment can be 
manipulated by flow rate approximating in vivo conditions. 

5.5 Future Work 
The development of an implantable BAK system comes with an inherent set of 
requirements and challenges. Each component of the proposed system has been 
demonstrated however they have not been optimized for implantation. Further 
optimization could allow for sufficient performance to scale down the size of the required 
unit. The greatest challenges lie within the bioreactor unit of the BAK. The rate of 
reabsorption per unit area described in Chapter 3 is insufficient for an implantable 
system. Future work should focus bioreactor research efforts on improving the 
reabsorption capabilities of the cell monolayer. There are multiple approaches that need 
to be taken to attain greater reabsorption.  First is to continue the effort demonstrated in 
Chapter 3 of elevating shear stress levels. Second is to engineer human renal cells with 
greater transporter expression. Third would be to explore other chemical and physical 
cues that would encourage more biomimetic behavior. One avenue that borrows from 
previous BAK research is to utilized substrates that culture cells on curved substrates. A 
native tubular structure for cell culture may induce a stronger adhesion force to the basal 
membrane of proximate tubule cells. The greater amount of cell surface area anchored to 
a support structure than that which is exposed to shear force from flowing filtrate might 
strengthen the anchoring of the cell monolayer.  The cylindrical shape of a tubule would 
also increase the surface area to volume of the functional bioreactor sub-unit, which in 
turn would provide greater packing density. The inclusion of tubules sandwiched by 
SNMs would increase the cellular surface area per unit of SNM area by more than 50%. 
This increase in packaged area would result in a 50% increase in cellular reabsorption. 
This more stable environment may also provide the mechanical cues necessary to initiate 
greater rates of cellular reabsorption. The field of bioengineering is still nascent in its 
understanding of the best chemical and mechanical conditions to meet or exceed 
physiological behavior. There is much work needed to accomplish the goal of an 
implantable BAK system; however, the scarcity of donated organs and the large 
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population effected by end stage renal disease should continue to motivate and focus 
efforts toward this challenging and noble goal. 
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